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AIRBLADER
Extreme Lightweight Gaming Mouse

For the ultimately dexterous control experience, AIRBLADER was born to make it real. By the rule form follows function, we tried to combine the minimum area
that we touched while using mouse then turn it into a fascinatedly new appearance. Itʼs not only brings extreme lightweight but also remain the brilliant feeling
of use. Meanwhile, the ambidextrous and compact design are more suitable for claw or fingertip grip styles. For those who like lightweight mouse, AIRBLADER
brings a smoothly control with high precision and a whole new design that nobody has seen before.

The AIRBLADER lightweight gaming mouse
is different from those with honeycomb
design. By the large zone of hollow
design from center to tail of the mouse
and strengthen it through industrial
design and structure optimization.
The weight of mouse is surprisingly
compressed to the breathtaking light
weight at 62 grams. Itʻs definitely a
good choice for those who favorites
lightweight mouse.

62G Extreme Lightweight Design

DUALBLADERʼs 12 programmable buttons are
fully configurable via the COUGAR UIX system,
which allowing gamers to set most three onboard
profiles, setting macros & shortcuts, and even
more secondary functions to reach the ultimate
gaming performance. DUALBLADER is definitely
the best choice for any game!

50 Million Clicks
Maximum Durability AIRBLADERʼs cable has superior flexibility for minimizing

drag and interference, providing you quicker and smoother
swipes for better control performance.

Ultraflex Cable

By equipping the most advanced PMW3389 optical 
sensor that supports up to 16000 DPI, AIRBLADER 
is capable of delivering the perfect tracking and
offers a deadly precision in the intense gameplay.

16000 DPI Optical
Sensor
Maximum Durability

With the gaming-grade scroll encoderinside,
AIRBLADER lightweight gaming mouse
allows clear, ratcheted scrolling feedback
and excellent durability for 2 million cycles
lifetime. Through the perfectly command
during intense operations, AIRBLADER
makes sure that players could control
with the most accurate precision
and beat the opponents
all at once.

2 Million Cycles Lifetime
& Ratcheted Scrolling Feedback

AIRBLADER lightweight gaming mouse equipped with the exclusive COUGAR BOUNCE-ON
tension system which uses a metal spring to eliminate the random bounce between the
button and switch. This way could keep stable, consistent clicking feel for better performance
while the intense gaming play. Therefore, the AIRBLADER lightweight gaming mouse will
undoubtedly be the best partner of gamers.

BOUNCE-ON System
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SPECIFICATIONS

Product Name COUGAR AIRBLADER gaming mouse

Game Type FPS / MMORPG / MOBA / RTS

Switching 50M gaming switches ( Left / Right click )

Sensor PMW3389 optical gaming sensor

Resolution 16000 DPI

Polling Rate 2000Hz

Software COUGAR UIX™ System

Programmable
Buttons 6

Maximum
Acceleration

50 G

1.8mCable Length

117 x 62.8 x 37.8 (mm) /
4.6 x 2.5 x 1.5 (in)

Dimension
(LxWxH)

Interface USB plug

Weight 62g ( without cable )

Maximum
Tracking Speed

IPS > 400

Product Number (P/N) 3M410WONB.0001

JAN CODE 4541995035982

EAN CODE 4710483772450

UPC CODE 192554003412

Individual Size W/O Packaging Weight (N.Weight): 165g

Individual Packaging Weight (G.Weight): 87g

Individual Size W/O Packaging (LxWxH): 117 x 62.8 x 37.8 (mm) 

Individual Packaging Size (LxWxH): 158 x 121 x 52 (mm)

PACKING DATA

With convenient and intuitive interface, COUGAR UIX
lets gamers build the customized function easily
of all the keys, it could also create macros
setting at the same time. Besides, by switching
3 different modes and cooperating with 6
configurablebuttons of AIRBLADER, it just
makes various combos come true and
brings gamers more possibility to set
special functions on their own.

COUGAR UIX™

The virgin-grade PTFE skates of AIRBLADER
offers a smooth, effortless glide with low-friction,
which makes mouse more responsive and
become more agile while gaming.

100% Virgin-grade
PTFE Skates


